Twinkle Twinkle (Baby Fun)

Perfect For Toddlers

A favorite nursery rhyme brought up to date with stylish photography - the perfect way to have fun with your baby.

Baby Fun books combine rhyming verses and simple pictures to entertain the newest minds. Familiar text and bright, fresh designs spark babys intellectual development and make reading time an important bonding opportunity.

My Personal Review:
This book takes the song Twinkle Twinkle Little Star and puts it into pictures. We all know babies love to be sung to. Most every book Ive found that takes a familiar song and turns it into a picture book is a hit with my son, but this one deserves special recognition because of the captivating pictures. Each page features photos of 3 stuffed animals (teddy bear, bunny and mouse) experiencing stars in a different way: peering out the window at the night sky, sitting in bed looking at a star mobile, pointing out constellations (not the real ones, I should warn you). My sons favorite is the full page spread of the night sky with planets, a rocket, the moon (he calls them all balls). The last page shows the 3 furry friends snuggled in bed together - making this an ideal bedtime story. The photography is very well done and even after many months I still enjoy looking at this book. I would highly recommend it for any baby from around 6 to 18 months.
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